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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider an initial boundary value problem for a system 
of partial differential equations which governs the transport of mobile 
carriers in a semiconductor device (see, e.g., [2]). 
Let G be a domain in RN, N < 3, whose boundary is the union of two 
disjoint parts f, and f. The system we are interested in is given by 
dU 
;S;i=divj, - R(u), i= 1,2 
(1.1) 
- div(a grad u) =,f’+ u, - u? 
in R, XC, 
u=U,v==V onR+xr,, 
dV 
v.j, =v.j2=0, a-+fhu=g on tR+xf, av 
(1.2 1 
~(0, x) = u,(x), x E G, (1.3 ) 
where u = (ui, u2) represents the densities of mobile holes and electrons, v 
is the electrostatic potential, ji = D, grad ui + p, u, grad u, jZ = D, grad 
u2 - p2u, grad v are the hole and electron current densities, R(u) is the net 
recombination rate, f is the net density of ionized impurities, D, , D, are the 
diffusion coefficients for holes and electrons, pi, ,D* are the mobilities of 
holes and electrons, a is the dielectric permittivity of the semiconductor 
material, b, g, U, P’ are functions representing the interaction of the semi 
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conductor with its environment, u,, = (Q, u,,J are the initial data, v is the 
outward unit normal at any point of ZY 
We have adopted a suitable system of units, for example, we assume the 
electron charge to be unity. We suppose that the recombination term is of 
the form R(u) = ~(u)(ur u2 - 1) with a positive function r. This includes the 
familiar Shockley-Read form of this term. Moreover, we assume that dif- 
fusion coefficients and mobilities are connected by the Einstein relation 
Di= kbOpi, i= 1, 2, 
where k, is the Boltzmann constant and 8 the absolute temperature. We 
shall use the notation q,:= (kbtlpl, q2:= -ql, i.e., 11, =D,q,, 
-Pi = D,q,. To avoid undue technicalities we assume throughout the 
paper the mobilities to be constant. This hypothesis can be weakened (cf. 
Remark 2). 
The carrier transport equations (1.1) were derived by Van Roosbroeck 
[ 161 in 1950 and are now generally accepted. The first significant report on 
using numerical techniques to solve these equations for :arriers in an 
operating semiconductor device structure has been published by Gummel 
[9] in 1964. Since then the numerical modelling of semiconductor devices 
proved to be a powerful tool for device designers (see [2]). 
In spite of their physical and technological relevance the device 
equations received relatively little attention from the side of mathematical 
analysis. To our knowledge the first mathematical paper devoted to these 
equations appeared in 1972. In this paper Mock [ 1 l] proved the 
solvability of the steady state equations associated to ( 1.1) supposing that 
,u, = pL2 and R(u) = 0. More recently Seidman [ 171 and Gajewski [4] 
obtained more general existence theorems for steady states. All these results 
are based on maximum principle and compactness arguments. Physical 
considerations how that in general one has to expect that steady states are 
not unique. The problem which conditions imply uniqueness of steady 
states is far from being solved. A special result in this direction [ 111 con- 
cerns the case of small perturbations of the thermal equilibrium which 
results from the assumption 
log U, + q1 V= -log U2 - q2 V= const. on To. (1.4) 
Further, the paper [S] contains a data-smallness condition also implying 
the uniqueness of steady states. 
As for the instationary problem under consideration again Mock was the 
first to prove a global existence and uniqueness result (see [ 121). 
Moreover, Mock [13] could show that the solution to (l.lt(1.3) decays 
exponentially into the corresponding thermal equilibrium provided that 
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either r= aG or the initial value u0 is sufficiently close to the equilibrium. 
Mock’s technique of proof rests heavily on two assumptions: 
(i) homogeneous Neumann conditions on I-, i.e., b = g = 0; 
(ii) the map h I-+ z, where -div(agrad z)=h, z= V on r,, 
az/av = 0 on r, is an isomorphism from LP(G) into the Sobolev space 
Wz,p(G) for some p > N. 
The first of these conditions excludes some physically relevant situations, 
whereas the second restricts the considerations to special geometries (see, 
e.g., Grisvard [8]). Recently, one of the authors [3] proved a global 
existence and uniqueness theorem admitting the more interesting boundary 
conditions (1.2). Moreover, under the condition (1.4) the solution to 
(l.l)-(1.3) has been shown to converge to the equilibrium solution with 
respect to the L’-norm for reasonable f and uO. However, the con- 
siderations in [3] are based on a regularity assumption similar to the 
assumption (ii) just mentioned. It is the main purpose of the present paper 
to show that this inconvenient condition can be removed. We shall prove 
that the problem (1.1 k(1.3) has a unique solution in the large for rather 
arbitrary boundary data. Further we shall improve Gajewski’s [3] result 
on asymptotic behaviour. Of course, the crucial step of our proofs consists 
in finding appropriate a priori estimates. We obtain a first estimate for 
solutions by means of a physically motivated Liapunov function. From this 
we deduce further estimates using an iteration technique due to Moser 
[ 141 and Alikakos [ 11. 
In the next section we introduce our notation, we formulate precisely the 
problem we are interested in, and we state the main results of the paper. 
The proofs are presented in the remaining sections. 
2. NOTATION, ASSUMPTIONS, AND RESULTS 
Let G be a bounded Lipschitzian domain in RN, N < 3, whose boundary 
aG is the union of two disjoint parts To and r, where To is closed. By 
LP(G), LP(G; [w*), 1 <p 6 cc, H’(G), H’(G; IX*) we denote the usual spaces 
of real valued or lQ2-valued functions defined on G. If there is no danger of 
misunderstanding we shall write shortly Lp for LP(G) as well as for 
LP(G; [w*) and H’ for H’(G) as well as for Z-Z’(G; lQ2). If E is any Banach 
space and S an interval of the real axis we denote by C( S; E), Lp( S; E), and 
L&,(S; E), 1 <p d co, the usual spaces of functions defined on S with values 
in E. If the Banach space E carries a natural lattice structure we denote by 
E, the positive cone in E, and for UE E we define its positive and its 
negative part by U+ := sup{u, O>, up := sup{ -u, 0}, respectively. 
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In the following we shall give a precise (weak) formulation of the 
problem (l.lk( 1.3). To this end we introduce the spaces 
X:= {u=(u,,u,)~H’(G;IW~):ulf,=O}, 
Y:= {txH’(G): III &,=O}, 
and we define the operators A: (H’(G; R2)n L”(G; R2)) x H’(G) + X*, 
F: LT(G; W’) + X*, and L: H’(G) + Y* by 
(A(u, u), U) := 11 D,(grad ui + qiui grad u) grad U, dx, 
, G 
ueH’(G; R2)nL”(G; R2), veH’(G), tie.% 
(here and later xi is an abbreviation for C:= ,), 
(F(u), 2-i) := s, r(u)( 1 - u,u,)(zi, + U2) dx, u E Ly(G; R*), UEX, 
(Lv, 6) := 1 a grad v. grad V dx + [ butida, u E H’(G), VE Y. 
G I- 
With respect o the data occurring in these definitions we assume that 
D,>O, D,>O, 41 >O> q2= -41, (2.1) 
r: rW: + R + is Lipschitzian, (2.2) 
a > 0, b E L?(f), b # 0, or mes(r,) > 0. (2.3) 
Next we suppose that we are given 
N 
f~ Lpo(G), PO’-, 
2 
po2 1, gdyq, p1 >N- 1, p1 2 1, (2.4) 
and we define h E Y* by 
(h, V> := s,fidx + jrgCdcq OE Y. 
Finally we assume that we are given functions U, V such that 
UEH’(G; R2)n L”(G; R’), Ui>const. >O, 
I’E H’(G) n L”(G), grad(log Ui+ qi V) E L”(G; RN), i= 1,2, 
(2.5) 
409,113.1-2 
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and an initial value 
u,,EL;-(G; R’). (2.6) 
The functions U, V represent he boundary values on To. For some of our 
results we shall need the hypothesis 
u,~ 3 const. > 0, i= 1, 2. (2.7) 
The problem we shall be concerned with consists of finding functions U, u 
such that 
u’(t) + au(f), o(t)) = F(u(t)), t > 0, u(0) = ug, 
u-UEL:,,(IW+;X)r\L~=([W+;L”j), u’ E L:,,( R + ; x*), u 3 0, (I) 
Lu(t) = h + u,(t) -U,(l), u(t)- VE Y, fER+, 
where U’ denotes the derivative of u with respect o time in the sense of X*- 
valued distributions. 
It is easy to check that sufliciently smooth functions U, u are a solution to 
Problem (I) if and only if they satisfy (l.l)-(1.3). 
We are now ready to state the main results of the paper. 
THEOREM 1. Under the hypotheses (2.1)-(2.6) there exists a unique 
solution to Problem (I). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that (2.1)-(2.5) hold and that in addition 
log u, uz = 0, grad(log Uj + qi V) = 0, i = 1,2, mes(r,) > 0. (2.8) 
Then there exists a unique solution (u*, v*) to the boundary value problem 
A(u*, u*) = F(u*), 
Lo* = h + u1 - u2, 
u* - UE x, u* - VE Y, 
ui = e"', w,eL%(G), i= 1,2. 
If (u*, v*) is the solution 
grad(log UT + qiu*) = 0, i = 1, 2 
to Problem (II) then u:u:= 1 and 
Remark 1. The hypotheses (2.8) and (2.5) can be interpreted physically 
by means of the so called F Termi potentials (see, e.g., [2]). The last 
statement of Theorem 2 shows that the solution (u*, u*) represents a ther- 
mal equilibrium (the flows and the net recombination rate vanish 
throughout the device). We have included Theorem 2 only because this 
simplifies the formulation of a statement on the asymptotic behaviour of 
solutions to Problem (I). The existence of solutions to Problem (II) can be 
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proved also if (2.8) is not satisfied (cf. Gajewski [4]). For Theorem 2 the 
assumption N< 3 is not necessary. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that (2.1)-(2.8) hold. If (u, v) and (u*, u*) denote 
the solutions to (I) and (II), respectively, then there exist positive constants c 
and m such that 
VtER+, Ilu(t)--u*llL2+ IIu(t)-v*IIH~nL~~ce~m’. (2.9) 
Remark 2. The preceding results remain true if the constant Di is 
replaced by Doj+ D,J)grad VI), where Doi is a positive constant and 
Dir: II+ + R, satisfies 
Y ++ Dli(Y)Y,YER+ is Lipschitzian and bounded. 
This can be shown by obvious modifications of the proofs given below. 
Remark 3. We shall see in Section 5 that under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3 the function u is globally bounded. Therefore the result (2.9) 
implies that for every p E [ 1, co [ there exist positive constants cp and mP 
such that 
VtER+, Ildt)--u*Il,, p <c e-mpt. (2.10) 
If we would assume that 
u* E W1~P(G; Et*) foranyp,p>2ifN=2, p>6ifN=3, (2.11) 
then we could prove the assertion of Theorem 3 without using the 
hypothesis (2.7) and we could prove (2.10) even for p = co. The property 
(2.11) is an easy consequence of a regularity assumption similar to 
assumption (ii) mentioned in Section 1. 
3. THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
We shall prove the unique solvability of Problem (I) by showing that for 
every T> 0 there exists a unique solution (u, v) to 
u’(t) + 44th v(t)) = qu(t)), 0 < t < T, u(O) = u,,, 
u - UE L2( [0, T]; X) n Lm( [0, T]; L”), u’ E L*( [0, T]; X*), u 2 0, 
Lo(t) = h + q(t) - q(t), v(t)- T/E Y, tE [0, T]. (IT) 
Now, let T>O be fixed and let S:= [0, T]. We shall formulate a problem 
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which can be seen as a regularized version of (I,). For the time being let 
k > 1 be fixed. If y is any real number we set 
k ify>k, 
y,:= 
Y+ otherwise, 
and we use a corresponding notation for real-valued functions. We define 
Ak: H’(G; R2) x H’(G) + X* and Fk: L2(G; Iw2) +X* by 
(AJu, u), ii) := c j Di(grad ui + qiuik grad V) grad tii dx, 
, G 
UEH’(G; R’), UEH’(G), UeX, 
(f’,AuO, fi> := JG r(u,d(l- u: u;)P)(& + ~2) dx, u E L2( G; tw’), U E X, 
where uk:= (uik uZk). We are now looking for functions U, u such that 
u'(t)+Ak(u(t), u(t))=F,(u(t)),O < t < T, u(O)= uo, 
u- lhL2(S;X), u'EL2(S;X*), UE C(S; L2), (UT,,) 
Lu(t) = h + ul(t) -z+(t), t E s, U - VE C(S; Y). 
Remark 4. Obviously, if (u, v) is a solution to (I,,) such that 
O<u;(t)<k, t~S,i=l,2, then (u,v) is a solution to (I.). 
Throughout this section we assume that (2.1 k(2.6) are satisfied. The letter 
c will be used for (possibly different) constants the value of which is not 
important. 
LEMMA 1. Problem (IT,k) is solvable. Zf (u, u) is a solution to (I T,k) then 
u > 0. 
Proof Let UE L*(S; L2) be fixed. Then there exists a unique 
v E L2(S; H’ ) such that 
Lu(t)=h+u,(t)-u,(t), u(r)- VE Y for a.e. tES. 
We define A,: L’(S; H’(G; rW2)) + L2(S; X*) by 
(A,w, ii):= Jcl D,(grad wi + qiuik grad u) grad U,dx ds, Si G 
w E L2(S; H’(G; [w2)), UE L*(S; X). 
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It is easy to check that the initial value problem 
w’ + A,w = f-k(U), w(0) = 240, w - UE L2(S; X), 
w’EL*(S; x*), WE C(S; X),(3.1) 
is uniquely solvable (this follows from standard results on evolution 
equations; see, e.g., [6]). The mapping from L*(S; L*) into itself assigning 
to u the solution w to (3.1) will be denoted by Q. We shall prove the 
solvability of (IT,k) showing that Q has a fixed point. (It is easy to see that 
u E C(S; L*) implies that v E C(S; H’ ).) From (3.1) it follows by means of 
the test function w - U 
Q s ’ (41 + IM4ll;2+ Il~~~~ll2L~~+~l/~~~~II~1} & 0 
where 6 > 0. Therefore, if m > 0, then 
e~“‘Ilw(t)llt26c+ce~m’ I ’ (IIu(s)II~2+ Ilw(s)ll~2) eemsemsds 0 
<c+cepm’ sup {(ll4sN2,2+ llwbNt2) eemsI k (em’- 1). ses 
Choosing m > 3c we find 
This proves that Q(B) c B, if 
B:= 
i 
UEL*(S; L*): sup {e-“’ IIu(t)llf,2} < 3~). 
tcs 
The preceding estimates along with Eq. (3.1) show that 
f!g 1 II Qull r2(s;H1) + II (Qu,‘lI ~(~x.)} < co. 
In view of standard compactness results (see, e.g., Lions [ 10, Chap. 11) this 
implies that Q(B) is precompact in L*(S; L*). Using similar arguments as 
before one can show that Q: L*(S; L*) + L*(S; L*) is continuous. Therefore 
Schauder’s Fixed Point Theorem yields the existence of a fixed point of Q. 
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Hence Problem (IT,k) has a solution. If (u, v) is any solution to (I,,) then 
one obtains by means of the test function u ~ E L2( S; X), 
Here we used the relation uiku, =0 and well known results on the 
derivatives of up (cf. GilbarggTrudinger [7, Sect. 7.43. Thus u = 0, i.e., 
u > 0. 
We are now going to prove a priori estimates for solutions to (I,,) 
which are independent of k. In what follows we assume always that 
ka IIUI,~. For u E L: (G; R2), u E H’(G) we define 
H,(u,o):= EJ‘ l’~~(~i(y)-logU;)dydx+;q,(L(u-V),u-V), 
; GI 
where 
LEMMA 2. Zf (u, II) is a solution to (I,,) then suprssH,(u(t), 
u(t)) 6 c, c independent of k. 
Proof: Unless otherwise stated all constants c in this proof are indepen- 
dent of k. Let O<6<inf{Ui(x):i=1,2,xEG}, and let U6i:=max{ui,s}, 
i= 1, 2. Elementary calculations show that 
4%)(1 - (%,%*)k2)(bf(%l) + M%J) - log u, U*) 6 41 + Ul + 4 
(use log y 6 f,(y) < logy + (y/k) and assumption (2.2)). Hence 
VtES, H!J%dt), u(t)) - H/A%(O)> 40)) 
(& &Jug,)-log Ui) +q,(Lu’, u- V)} ds 
= (u;, Ik(USi)-log Ui+q,(u- I’)) ds 
<c(k)6(1 + llog6l) 
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- log Ui + qi(V - V)) 
+ qi grad u.grad(u,+ ugi) + q?u,, lgrad u12 
- (grad ui + qiuik grad u) grad(log Uj + qi V) dx ds. 
Let cp,Jy) := j-y q;‘/* dq, y > 0. Then (l/u,,)lgrad ugi/* = [grad (P,Ju~~)~~. 
Therefore, letting 6 10 we obtain (using Fatou’s Lemma and obvious con- 
tinuity and growth properties of Hk), 
H!J4t), u(t)) - fJk(40)> 40)) 
D, lgrad ~,Ju,) + qi J& grad u I2 dx + c Ilull Lo + c 
j lgradrp,(u,)+g;Ju,gradul*dx ds 
G 
6 c s ; { 1+ Hk(+), W } ds. 
The application of Gronwall’s Lemma completes the proof. 
Remark 5. Lemma 2 implies that 
ll4Ic(s;L~)+ /l~llC(S:H’)~C~ c independent of k, 
if (u, u) is a solution to (ZT,k). 
LEMMA 3. Zf (u, u) is a solution to (ZT,k) then u E L”(S; L”) and 
1141 L”(s;L=)G C(II~IILy.s;L’)~ IMLyS;“~,)~ 
where C is a continuous function of its arguments which does depend neither 
on T nor on k. 
Proof We proceed similarly as Alikakos [ 1 ] did in the case of reac- 
tion-diffusion equations. His idea was to derive estimates for IIuII~~(~;~z~), 
n E N, by induction over n. Alikakos’ approach is closely related to an 
iteration technique introduced by Moser [ 141 to prove the boundedness of 
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weak solutions to certain elliptic boundary value problems (cf. the proof of 
Theorem 2). Our proof makes use of the inequality 
ll~ll~2+ Ilwlltzp0+ Il~lI2,w(r)+ Il~lltz~,~,,~~II~ll~l+~~-” ll IIf.1. 
w E H’(G), (3.2) 
where 6 E 10, l] can be chosen arbitrarily, Pb, Pi are defined by 
(l/P,) + (l/Pb) = (l/P,) + (l/P;) = 1 (cf. (2.4)) and c is a constant indepen- 
dent of 6. The inequality (3.2) is a consequence of the Gagliardo-Nirenberg 
inequalities and Sobolev’s imbedding theorems (see, e.g., Nirenberg [ 151). 
In what follows we use the abbreviation M:= IjUljLa,. For the time 
being we fix P 2 2 and K > k, and we use the test function 
wi:= [(UiK-M)+]P-l, i= 1,2. 
Note that U E L’(S; X). All constants c appearing in this proof will be 
independent of k, K, p, and T. Let for y E R + 
and let rn~[W+ be a parameter which will be specified later. Setting 
z:= [(+-M)+-p2 I . , i = 1,2, we obtain from (IT,k) for every t E S, 
T S, c (@dui(t)) em’- I(u,, - W+ I”) dx 
I 
a I I I .$ (@K(Ui(f)) em’- @,du,i)) dx 
=I:emsTi, {z @K(Ui) -pa(grad ui + qiuik grad u) grad wi 
+par(u,)(l-(u,u,),2)(~+~)}dxds 
-pq,agradr.grad$(UiK)+cp(z:+l) dxds 
1 
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We have 
+(Y)<p-l yy C(Y-M)+lP+MC(y-M)+]P~l~C[(y-M)+]P+C, 
YER+. 
Therefore (cf. (3.2)) 
- 2a lIzi II &I + CP( llz; II t2 + llfll 0, Ilzi II zLGo + Ilull L4(r) lIzi I/ 2LV(r) + l 
+ II gll LPI(r) lIzi II t%;(r) + llfll L.’ + ll”ll L’(Y) + II gll ~lii,)} ds 
We shall now prove by induction over n that the numbers 
dn:= s~~C(IICui(s)-M)+12”IIL1+1), n = 0, l,..., 
are finite and bounded independently of k. For n = 0 this follows from 
Remark 5. Suppose now that n E N and d,- 1 < co. Choosing p = 2” in the 
preceding inequality we get 
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where c,,:= c( (/VI\ ,.X.(S;H,, + 1 )‘. Choosing m = 0 and letting K + K# we 
obtain 
1 i, ; /(u;(t) - M) + 1”’ d.u < tc::d,?, , + c”‘; 
i I 
in particular u E L”(S; L2’). Therefore we can take the limit K -+ m in (3.3 ) 
for arbitrary m. If mu d Di, i = 1, 2, then 
Consequently 
d,<c2”+c:d2,p,. flEN/, c,:= c(llullLz(s;Hi)+ 1)“. 
Let en:= max(ce2”d,, 1). Then 
e,6 1 +c;eiP,<(l +c,)‘eiP, 
6(1 +c,) n + 2(n ~ 1) e22 .-*< . . . <(1+c,)“+2’ (n-W’+2n-‘.le; 
=(f+~-J*“+‘~~~~e~ 
and 
From 
di-” d cet-” < c( 1 + c,)~ e, < (1 + qJ2(d0 + c). 
lim d,2-“<(l +c,)2(dO+c) 
n-cc 
it follows that (u~-M)+EL~(S; L”) and 
c II(~i-w+Il Lys;L-) G (1 + c,12(do + C) 
6 c(lI4 L”(S;H’) + 1 )“(ll4 L”(.s;L’) +1). 
Since u 2 0 and A4 = 1) UII Lm this proves the assertion of Lemma 3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. As mentioned at the beginning of this section it is 
sufficient to prove the unique solvability of (IT) for every T > 0. 
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(1) Existence. From Remark 5 and Lemma 3 it follows that there 
exists a constant c0 independent of k such that I[uJI.,(,;,~) < c,,, if (u, u) is a 
solution to (IT,k). Let now k > c0 and let (u, u) be a solution to (IT,k) (cf. 
Lemma 1). Obviously, (u, v) is a solution to (IT). 
(2) Uniqueness. Let (u, u) and (ii, 01) be solutions to (IT) and let 
u:=u-&ii:= v-6. Then 
VIES ~~u(I)~I&<~/‘{ -xi Di(Igradui12+qiuigradC.gradCi 
0 iG 
+ q, grad v”. grad 
d I : (-6 lld2H1+c lM2,2+c llfillL2 Il~ll,~+~~IlflI,,+~~ll~ll~2~~ 
+ 4lIfiIIL4(r) IIdlt8/~(r) + Ildm(r) Ilfilli~pi(r))} ds < c 
s ; llulltz & 
where 6 > 0. Gronwall’s Lemma completes the proof. 
4. STEADY STATES 
This section is devoted to the 
Proof of Theorem 2. (1) Existence. It is easy to check that (u*, o*) is a 
solution to Problem (II) if v* is a solution to 
Lv* = h + u, e4~(v-u*) _ u2 e42(v-u*), v*-VEYnL,, WI) 
and u* = I (-JeYdv-v*) I , i= 1,2. For k>O we define 
k if y > k, 
P,y:= y if -kdydk, 
-k if y< -k, 
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i.e., P, is the convex projection from iw onto [ -k, k]. We consider the 
regularized problem 
Lw = ,l, + u, &/I(v pkw) _ u2+(v- f%,), U’- VE Y. WL) 
The existence of a unique solution to Problem (III,) follows from standard 
results of the theory of monotone operators (see, e.g., [6]). We shall derive 
a priori estimates for w which are independent of k. We fix M> 11 VI/ LZ such 
that 
and we assume from now on that k > M. The test function (w - M)+ yields 
immediately a bound for II (w - M) + /I Hi which is independent of k. If N= 1 
this proves 
Il(w-Wf IIL”GC, c independent of k. 
We consider now the case N 3 2 (we prove Theorem 2 for all NE N, cf. 
Remark 1). Let K>k and z:= (w,-M)+. Taking zppl, ~22, as a test 
function for (III,) we obtain 
s 4a(p - ’ ) lgrad zpj2 I’ dx + I bwzP G P2 I- 
d llfll Lpo llzllp,c,‘l,~ + II gll L/J!(r) I/z 
This implies that 
llzp’2112H~ G CP(Il4p,,b + lIZII$p;(r, + l), 
where c is independent of k, K, and p. Now, let 
N N-l 
ro:= ~-2, rl:= N-2 
if N>2, 
r. >P& r, >p; if N=2. 
(4.1) 
Then 
m:= min 
Setting z,:= zm”-‘, no FV, and using (4.1) with p=2m”-’ we find 
Ilzn II ;I Q ‘“( Ilzn II t2pb + llzn II LZpi(rj + l), (4.2) 
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where here and later in this proof c is independent of k, K, and n. We want 
to find by induction over n bounds for the numbers 
4:= IIC(~-~)+~“‘~/~,G,+ II[(~-~~+ImnlI~~p~~~~+ 1. 
Since II (w - M)+ II Hi is bounded independently of k we have do < C. Sup- 
pose now d, ~ i < co. By Sobolev’s Imbedding Theorem and (4.2) 
lb n + 1 II &cl + llz,, 1 II & G 4 lb, II ;2,0 + lb, II ;*r,,,,)” 
G C IIzn II 2 G C”( IIzn II Lzpb + Ilz, II izpi(r) + 1)” 6 c”dr_ 1. 
Letting K + cc we obtain d,, < c”d;- i, n E N. Consequently 
d <Cn+“2(fl-1)dm2 < . . . ~Cn+m(n--l)+“‘+~“~‘.l dr” nl n-2’ 
and 
d; -n < cnm -“+(n-])m-c”-I) + ... +l.m-‘d&c. 
Hence (w-hfM)+~L~ and l~(w-M)+jlrz<c for each NEN. This shows 
that w 6 M+ c. Analogously one can prove that w is bounded from below 
independently of k. This proves that for sufficiently large k the solution to 
(III,) is also a solution to (III). 
(2) Uniqueness. Let (u*, v*) be a solution to (II). By means of the 
test function U:= (U,, U2), 
iii:= log $+ qi(u* - V), i= 1, 2, 
I 
we obtain from the equation A(u*, u*) = F(u*) that 
grad u* + qiuT grad u*) grad log $+ qi(u* - V) dx 
1 > 
s 
u:uz* 
= 
G 
r(u*)(l -u$:)log(idx. 
1 2 
In view of (2.8) this implies that 
T lG D,uT Igrad(log ur + q1u*)12 dx 
= 
s r(u*)(l -u:u~)log(u:u~)dx~O. G 
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Thus U?U: = 1 and grad(log u,+ + q,v*) = 0. Since mes(f,) > 0 we must 
have 
logu,*+q,v*=logU,+q,V, i.e., ~,*=U,r~f’~ I*‘, i=l,2. (4.3) 
Consequently, v* is a solution to (III). Because (III) is uniquely solvable, 
v* is uniquely determined. This result along with (4.3) proves the uni- 
queness of (u*, v*) and completes the proof. 
Remark 6. The method used to obtain the a priori estimates in the 
proof of Theorem 2 is essentially Moser’s iteration technique [ 141. Slightly 
modifying the proof given above one can show the following. If (2.3)-(2.5) 
hold and Lw=h, w- VE Y, then weH’(G)nL”(G) and 
llwll H'(G)nLz(G)-(ltfI/ .UQ(G) + II gll m(r) + II VII HILLY'). 
5. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR 
Throughout this section we assume that (2.1))(2.8) are satisfied. For 
UEL:(G; i&l’), VEH’(G) we define 
H(z.4, v) := c j I”’ log -$ dy dx + $ (L(u - u*), u - u* ), 
, G u: I 
where (u*, u*) denotes the solution to Problem (II). Note that H(u, v) > 0. 
LEMMA 4. Let (u, u) be the solution to Problem (I). Then 
UEL~([W+;L’), VEL”([W+;H’), andfor t>t,>,O we haue 
H(u(t),v(t))+[‘Cj DiIgrad(2&)+q,V/;;;gradvl’dxds 
10, G 
d ff(u(tcA v(to)). (5.1) 
ProoJ We proceed similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2. Let 
O<kinf{u,?(x):i=1,2,xEG}, and let ug,:= max{u,,6},i=l,2. Then 
w%(t), v(t)) - W45(toh u(t,)) = jt; {cjUbi, log $)I 1 
+q,(Lv’,u-v*)}ds=~{~$,log$+q,(v-v*))ds 
I I 
+ (U6i-Ui)(t)-(Ugi-Ui)(tO), logs 
t ,>I 
<cS(l+ llog61) 
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+ - c D,(grad ui + qiu, grad v) grad(log usi + qiu) 
+ ~(a)( 1 - us1 ud2) log(u,, ~62) dx ds d c6( 1 + llog 61) 
- Jt 2 J” ~,(JgraW&)l* + qi grad 0. grad(ui + u&i) 
r~ i G 
+ qfui Igrad 01’) dxds. 
Letting 6 10 we obtain (5.1). In view of 
II4f)lIL’+ llf4t)ll HI6 fqu(t), u(t)) + c 
the other assertions follow from (5.1). 
LEMMA 5. Zf (u,u) is the solution to (I) then UEL”(R+;L”) and 
uEL”(R+;L”). 
Proof The assertion u E L”( [w + ; L” ) is an immediate consequence of 
Lemmas 4 and 3. The assertion u E L”( R + ; L” ) follows from Remark 6, 
applied to the problem 
Lu(t)=h+u,(t)-u*(t), u(t)- VE Y, teEa+. 
We shall now estimate the functions ui, i= 1, 2, from below. 
LEMMA 6. If (u, u) is the solution to (I) then for every p > 0 and every 
T> 0 we have 
ProoJ: Let 0 < 6 < inf{ U,(x): i= 1, 2, XE G}, and let ugi:= max{u;, S}. 
We fix p>O and set 
46(Y):= P [‘I; ( max(6, ~})-~-l dq. 
Y 
We choose U=(U,,U,), UI:=(ap/Di)(U,~“~‘-u,“~‘), i=l,2, as a test 
function. This gives for t E [0, r] (with constants c which may depend on T 
and p): 
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+ pqiausi grad v. grad uip-~ ’ - up(grad uj + q, ui grad v) grad ~5J-p~ ’ 
+c+cu,~ +c$; IIu;~I/~I 
I 
+ j.; {z (-4allzQ’211$’ +cll~,p’2112~) 
I 
+c+q,(p+l) ~G(f+u,-U,)(~,;“-UsZP)dx ( 
- (bv-g)(u,P-u;P)dg 
s )i 
ds+c 
I- 
6c+ (-4a llugip’* II&I + clIu,p’* II& + c llfllpl IIu~p’2 ll&il 
+ c II&A u’(r) IIus~“~ II2L2+-) + c IIu&“* II :2(r)) ds 
’ <c+ SC (-2~ IIujy”* ll$ + c IIq”* II;2) ds 0 i 
< C + 1: C (-2~ IIu~P’~ I/RI + C S, da(Ui) dx) ds. 
I 
Gronwall’s Lemma yields 
Letting 6 JO we obtain the assertion of the lemma. 
Remark 1. For the proof of Lemma 6 we did not use the hypothesis 
(2.8). 
LEMMA 7. Zf (u, v) is the solution to (I) then there exists p > 0 such that 
c s (u;(t)) --p dxd c, c independent oft. 
i G 
Proof: In view of Lemma 6 we are allowed to choose U = (u,, u2), 
fi,:= ap(~*-P-ILu-r-l 
Di I 
1, i= 1,2, 
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as a test function for any p > 0. We set 
~:=~Jlgradu~+q,u~gradu112,~ 
I 
Lemmas 4 and 5 imply that SW, x(t) dt < co. From (I) we obtain by means 
of ii 
+q,u,gradu.gradu,-” ‘- (grad u, + q,u, grad v) grad U,-” ’ 
+r(u)(l -u,u2) 
U;” ‘-“;I’ ’ + 1/i P-1 -u;P- 1 
d.x 
D, D2 
- v (grad up PI* I2 + (p + 1) q, grad v. grad u,-P + cp 
+ cpuim” dx + c”(x + 1 ) 
4(p+ 1) - ____ /grad ~,-fi’:~ 1’ + c,uu,~~ d-r 
P 
+ (p + 1) 4 llf II Lm II uip’2 II t2P” + II uiPi2 II &I-) 
+ llg II LPI(T, llqp’2 II&r, 
4 
+ cP(x + 1). 
The constants c in this proof are independent of p. For p E 10, 1 ] it follows 
from the preceding inequality that 
a I a (-2Igrad u;p~212+cpu;p) dx+c(x+ 1) i GP 
409.‘113.,-3 
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+ lgrad o’, p’2 1’ + CPU, “) & + c( x + 1) 
a ,r G%i- Igrad(u, 
P!2- (/,-~“,‘)I’+2 Igrad u;” 212 
+cp 124, Pf2- u, q2+cpu, “)dX$C(~f 1) 
a ;j 
a(-d+cp) lu; PI2 - U,: PQ I 2 dx + c(x + 1 ), 6>0 
GP 
Let now p>O be so small that -6+cp< -2p/D,, i= 1,2. Then 
P + pui U,-P-- ’ ) dx 
G-C s 
2” /u,~“~~-U; “‘2/zdx+c(x+ 1) 
; CD, 
G-C i T(U ; CD, 
, “+pu, U;P~ ‘)dFx+c(x+ 1). 
This differential inequality shows that 
~jG~((ui(~))~p+P~i(~) uYpm’)dx 
I 
P l)dx+ j;e”c(x(s)+l)d+. 
This proves the assertion. 
LEMMA 8. Zf (u, u) is the solution to (I) then 
1 /I (ui( t)) ’ I/ 1.L d c, c independent C$ t. 
Proof Let p > 0 be such that Cj II (U,(I)) ’ II u d c, c independent of t 
(cf. Lemma 7). The proof of Lemma 7 along with (3.2) shows that for p >p 
we have 
<I {-2a IIu,~p’211;‘+ (cp)” lluz:-p’211:I +P(x+ 1) 
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Thus 
7 S, g ((Ui(t))-P +pui(t) u,“-‘) dx I 
<Cp+ (Cp)’ SUP 1 Il(“i(S))-’ ll%D. 
o<s<r i
We define for n = 0, l,..., 
4:= ,yz C II(u;(~))-.’ ll$,i. 
+ i 
The choice of p implies that do is finite. Suppose now that d,- , < 00, n E N. 
The preceding inequality shows that 
d,<c2kn&pI. 
7 
Thus, all d, are finite and hm, _ c dz-” < cc (cf. the proof of Lemma 3). 
Since 
we obtain the assertion of the lemma letting n + co. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The preceding results show that under the 
assumptions of Theorem 3 there exist constants c,,, c1 such that 
VfER,, O<c,du,(t)dc,<GO, c,,<z4u:<c,,i=1,2. 
Let 
wi(t) := log Ui( t) + qiU( t), 
w* := log 2.47 +qiu*, i=l,2,tER+. 
Then 
6 Ilu(t)-uu*II~2+cg IIw(t)-ww*II&> (u(t)-u*, w(t)-w*> 
=T (24,(t)-Uu*, lOgz+qi(“(r)-a*)) 
I 
a; Ilu(t)--*IIt*+q,(L(v(t)-u*), o(t)-II*>. 
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Consequently 
~l24(t)-u*//2,2+(L(u(t)-u*),u(t)-U*) 
6c IIW(t)-w*II;2<C SF Igrad wi(t)12 d.x G 
(note that grad w* =0 and mes(r,) > 0 by (2.8)) and 
H(u(t), u(t))=CS jU’(” log-$dydx+? (L(u(t)-u*), u(t)--*) 
, G u: 
<; IlU(l)--u*ll;:+$ (L(u(t)-I?*), II(t)--*) 
6C SC 
/grad wi(t) 1’ dx. 
G i 
This yields 
f mu(f), u(t)) = c 4(t), log - 
i( 
u;(t) 
> 
+q,(Lu’(t), 4t)-u*> Id,? 
=T( 
u,(t) 
4(t), log u* - + qj(u(t) - II*) 
I ) 
=u , 
G - C DJgrad u,(t) + qiui(t) grad u(t)) grad w,(t) 
+ r(u(f))(l- ul(t) u2(t)) log(ul(f) u2(f)) dx 
i 
< -c D+,(t) Igrad wi(t)12 dx 
; .r, 
6 -c DicO lgrad wi(t)12 dx 
i I,; 
G -mff(u(t), u(t)), m > 0. 
Hence H(u(t), u(t)) < H(u(O), u(O)) e-“’ for all t E R +. Since 
H(u(t), u(t)) a& llu(t) - u* II& + 6 Ilu(t) - u* IlLI 
I 
a-& Ilu(~~--*Il~*+~~llu(t~-u*ll~*+ Ilo(t)-u*ll~a) 
I 
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for sufficiently small 6 >O (use Remark 6 for the equation 
L(u - II*) = U, - u2 - UT + u:) the inequality H(u(t), u(t)) <CC”” proves 
the assertion of Theorem 3. 
Remark 8. Without using the hypothesis (2.7) one can derive from the a 
priori estimates given in Lemmas 4 and 5 the weaker result 
u(t) + z4* in L2, u(t) + u* in H’nL” as t+co. 
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